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The God of sword, the ancestor of the God of sword, was shocked when he saw the huge sword. He 

thought, "the ancient emperor Yuhuang used this sword in advance. It seems that he was really angry. 

The reincarnation Lord is in trouble. He won't die, will he?" 

 

In fact, the ancient Yuhuang emperor wanted to invite the ancestor of the sword God to come out of the 

mountain and forge the Yuhuang Zhushen sword for him, but the ancestor of the sword God could not 

refuse because of the exhaustion of Qi and blood. In fact, he wanted to remain neutral and secluded. 

 

Now I see the sword of the emperor, the ancestor of the sword God is very dignified. I'm afraid the 

future chess game will be more dangerous. 

 

In the old empire, when the heavenly daughter saw such a vision, she was also pale with fright. 

 

"Damn it! What does yuhuanggudi want to do? Isn't this sword for me? He wants to kill Ye Chen? " 

 

In her heart, she was full of shock. She never thought that the emperor would change her plan. 

 

With Ye Chen's current strength, in the face of Yuhuang zhushenjian's attack, I'm afraid it can't resist. 

 

Once Ye Chen died, all her plans would be over! 

 

The huge sword, sweeping over the supreme world, across the dark forbidden sea, and across foreign 

countries, caused countless visions and shocked countless people. 

 

Hidden in the back of Ren extraordinary, also aware of the change, a burst of shock and anger. 

 



"Yuhuanggudi, is he crazy? Is it not outrageous to use the yuhuangzhushenjian to deal with Ye Chen 

 

You know, the yuhuangzhushenjian is a weapon to kill the heavenly daughter. It's too luxurious for the 

ancient yuhuangdi to use it in advance to deal with Ye Chen. 

 

That huge sword flies too fast. Ren Fanfan wants to stop it, but it's too late. 

 

Finally, this sword, completely through the void, disappeared, but came directly to the heart of the 

earth! 

 

But the heart of the earth, Hongjun sword school, heaven and earth peak. 

 

Ye Chen is practicing in silence on the heaven and earth peak, holding the heart of ten swords in his 

hand, feeling the wonderful implication of Kendo inside. 

 

Hongjun's Kendo is extensive and profound. He had only understood the external meaning, but he had 

not yet understood the internal essence. 

 

Now, ye Chen feels silently, chewing the inner essence of Hongjun kendo. 

 

An old man, full of sword spirit and sharp, walked up the mountain and said to Ye Chen with a smile, 

"how about cultivation?" 

 

This old man is naturally the master of ten swords. 

 

Ye Chen said: "a little understanding, I need practical training." 

 

It's hard to make progress behind closed doors. Ye Chen needs to fight for life and death. In the killing 

battle, he can understand the essence of kendo. 

 



Shifang sword sage nodded slightly and said, "your martial arts are very sharp. You really need to kill and 

kill before you can make progress. You can practice for a few days, and it's not too late to leave in a few 

days." 

 

Ye Chen said, "yes, senior." 

 

At the moment, ye Chen sat down and continued to concentrate on cultivation. 

 

Shifang Jiansheng sits opposite Ye Chen and guards him silently. He is mainly afraid that xuetianyin will 

disturb Ye Chen. 

 

After all, for ye Chen, the outsider, Xue Tianyin is still very unconvinced. 

 

When ye Chen is concentrating on his cultivation, he suddenly has a strange feeling, as if his back is 

being watched. 

 

"Well? Who's watching me from behind? " 

 

Ye Chen brow a wrinkly, if the edge is in the back, very uncomfortable. 

 

He wanted to find out who was the person peeping behind him, but he couldn't catch his opponent's 

deep Qi. 

 

However, in-depth insight, ye Chen is found, the other side peep at himself, no malicious, even with a 

little admiration and love. 

 

"Who is it, the red fairy?" 

 

Ye Chen is greatly surprised and thinks that Hongxia fairy is peeping at him. 

 



But even if it's Hongxia fairy, her cultivation is not so powerful. If she peeps, ye Chen finds it at the first 

sight. 

 

But now, ye Chen can't find each other. 

 

"Is it Shen Tu Wan'er? Or the heavenly daughter? " 

 

Ye Chen thinks of Shen Tu Wan'er again, and his mind swings. 

 

He even thought of the heavenly daughter, who was watching behind his back. 

 

But tiannv is arrogant and just "raises pigs" to him. How can she have admiration? 

 

For a moment, ye Chen did not understand. 

 

In the high sky, a young girl is hiding her figure in the mist. It is yeluoer. 

 

Ye Chen never thought that the person who was watching him was ye luo'er. 

 

Ye luo'er looks away silently and feels Ye Chen's strong breath. His heart is full of emotion and tears flow 

out of his eyes. 

 

"I didn't expect brother ye to be so strong." 

 

Today's Ye Chen, although his superficial accomplishments are only six levels in the true realm, his actual 

combat power is enough to kill the strong one in the hundred flail realm. 

 

In the past, Xuan Jiyue and di Shitian, two evil spirits of fate, used to suppress Ye Chen, but now ye Chen 

has completely surpassed them, which shows his great progress and fast breakthrough. 

 



Ye luo'er was naturally pleased that ye Chen had made such rapid progress that in time, he would be 

able to dominate the heavens, even kill wanxu and become the Supreme Master. 

 

If so, it's worth her death. 

 

Boom! 

 

At this moment, a huge burst of sound came from the distant void. 

 

But in the distant sky, a huge sword appeared. 

 

It's a huge sword that has not yet opened its front, but it's powerful and powerful. It's like killing all the 

gods in the world. It's extremely powerful and fierce. 

 

"What is that? Yuhuangzhushenjian? This... This is impossible! " 

 

Ye luo'er saw the huge sword in the sky in the distance. He was shocked, but he caught the essence and 

blood breath of the emperor. 

 

She heard that the Emperor Yu Huanggu was casting a sword to kill the emperor. 

 

But she never thought that this sword came to the heart of the earth, obviously to kill Ye Chen! 

 

That's the sword used to kill the heavenly daughter. How can ye Chen resist it? 

 

Yeluoer was shocked and frightened to the extreme. 

 

In the center of the earth, there are also storms and thunders everywhere. 

 



With the arrival of the yuhuangzhushenjian, the whole earth was in turmoil, the storm exploded, and 

the vision was startling. 

 

The place where the giant sword came was the eye of Jiuding array! 

 

In the eye of the array, a huge bronze tripod is suspended in the sky, on which the totem of the God of 

war is shining. That is the will of wanxu! 

 

This totem of will, however, came alive at this moment. It turned into a giant Han wearing gold armor 

and holding a long halberd. It was the first true disciple of wanxu, named Wang Meng. 

 

When the yuhuangzhushenjian falls down, the bronze tripod is the carrier. 

 

"Well? Lao Zu wants to use the magic sword to kill Ye Chen? " 

 

The king of the Han Dynasty frowned fiercely, but saw that the sword fell into the chamber of the tripod 

and was ready to go. 

 

It's crackling. 

 

The Jingzhe Tianzhu inlaid on the wall of the tripod gathers all the energy on the huge sword. The whole 

Yuhuang Zhushen sword is covered with a layer of purple electric awn, which is very beautiful. 
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After absorbing the energy of Jingzhe Tianzhu, the giant sword wants to take off and kill Ye Chen. 

 

With the help of yuhuangzhushenjian, Wang Meng immediately discovers that ye Chen is in Qiankun 

peak. 

 



"Heaven and earth peak, that's the territory of ten swordsmen!" 

 

Wang Meng was so surprised that he quickly stopped the giant sword from flying into the air, 

communicated with the Supreme Master and reported the situation. 

 

The reputation of Shifang Jiansheng is also very famous in the supreme world. After all, he is the 

inheritor of Hongjun Kendo, and the inside information of Kendo is very important. 

 

"Tell the ten swordsmen to go away. I will only kill the reincarnation Lord. If he doesn't want to die, go 

away immediately!" 

 

The order of the ancient emperor came down, and the whole sword was bright and turbulent. 

 

In the center of the earth, the ruler of the verdict, xuanjiyue, Emperor Shitian and others all found this 

amazing vision. 

 

"What's the matter? Haven't the nine cauldron array been completed yet? How could the killers of 

wanxu come? " 

 

In the river of crape myrtle stars, xuanjiyue looks at the huge sword in the sky, and her heart is shocked 

to the extreme. 

 

Emperor Shitian saw the sword, and his brows were locked. For a moment, he could not guess the cause 

and effect behind it. 

 

But in the judgment hall, the Lord of the judgment felt the murderous spirit of Yuhuang zhushenjian, but 

his face turned white. 

 

Because he felt that this sword had the essence of Qi and blood of the ancient emperor. 

 

When the sword comes, it is like the arrival of the ancient emperor Yuhuang. 

 



"Reincarnation of the Lord, this time you are dead, yuhuanggudi personally want to kill you, how do you 

resist?" 

 

The judge was shocked and worried. 

 

If ye Chen is killed, the alliance will lose its most powerful power. Next, it will be extremely difficult to 

fight against wanxu. 

 

On the Qiankun peak, ye Chen suddenly opens his eyes and looks at the huge sword in the distant sky. 

 

"Is this the sword of wanxu? Does the emperor want to kill me 

 

Ye Chen is completely shocked. The place where the huge sword is is is the eye of the Jiuding array. 

Once the huge sword is killed, he is afraid that it will be hard to resist. 

 

A huge sense of crisis, instantly shrouded in Ye Chen's heart, he deeply felt the danger. 

 

Then, he caught the secret. He knew that the sword, named Yuhuang Zhushen, was not a weapon, but a 

killing weapon. It infused the blood essence of Yuhuang GuDi's own life and was a super killing weapon 

used to deal with the Empress Dowager! 

 

And now, this super killer, but to kill Ye Chen! 

 

This is the magic sword to kill the heavenly daughter! 

 

With Ye Chen's current strength, it is impossible to block it. 

 

"Yuhuanggudi's sword? Is he going to tear his face 

 

Shifang sword Saint looked at the huge sword in the distance, and his sharp eyes filled with anger. 



 

He lived in seclusion and did not want to touch the cause and effect between yechen and wanxu. He and 

yechen only talked about kendo. 

 

But now, there is a strong will of ten thousand ruins on the sword. 

 

This will, which the ten sword sages clearly capture, is a "roll" word. 

 

Yuhuanggudi was extremely rude. He told him to go away and leave here, regardless of Ye Chen's life 

and death. 

 

"Ha ha, I'm the Taoist center of Hongjun sword sect. No matter how powerful you are in wanxu, what's 

the qualification to ask me to go away?" 

 

The ten swordsman was angry. Although he didn't want to interfere in Ye Chen's enmity with wanxu, 

wanxu's temple deceived people too much, and he couldn't bear it. 

 

The Taoist temple of Hongjun sword sect is absolutely not allowed to be destroyed by outsiders! 

 

Shifang sword sage thinks highly of himself. He is the true legend of Hongjun's ancestors. The legendary 

Hongjun's ancestors are the pioneers of the nine heavenly gods. How powerful he is, even in the face of 

wanxu, he is not afraid. 

 

"Master, the magic sword of wanxu is coming. I'll go first so as not to drag you down." 

 

Ye Chen stood up, but he didn't want to drag down the ten swordsmen. 

 

Shifang sword Saint waved his hand and said: "it's OK, you stay, the sky falls down, I'll block it for you." 

 

Ye Chen's eye pupil shrinks and says: "elder, do you want to go out of the mountain?" 

 



The ten sword sages snorted and said, "wanxu is deceiving people too much. Do you really think that 

there is no one in Hongjun sword sect? Today, I'd like to see who is better at wanxu sword than Hongjun 

sword 

 

With that, the ten swordsmen urged the spirit, and the real Qi of Kendo on his body was flowing, 

wheezing and ready to go. 

 

Whoa! 

 

And at this time, a demon red mist, tearing the void, came down, but it was Hongxia fairy. 

 

"Red Fairy!" 

 

Ye Chen is surprised to see the red haze fairy coming. 

 

Hongxia fairy came up and took Ye Chen's hand and said, "I feel the murderous spirit of wanxu. I've 

come here to help you." 

 

Whoa. 

 

It's another crimson mist. It's Xiao Qingyan when it comes down. 

 

Ye Chen startled way: "Xiao light Yan, how did you also come?" 

 

Xiao light Yan way: "ten thousand ruins kill felling come, I come to see if you are dead." 

 

The yuhuangzhushenjian has locked Ye Chen's secret. 

 

It's very strong. Many people in the earth's heart can clearly feel it and capture Ye Chen's position. 

 



The hidden position of Hongjun sword sect for tens of thousands of years is completely exposed. Even 

the mountain gate prohibition, under the influence of Yuhuang Zhushen sword, has completely lost its 

function, so Xiao Qingyan directly tears the void and comes. 

 

After a while, two more figures came, but xuanjiyue and the emperor Shitian. 

 

It turns out that they feel the sword spirit of wanxu, and they also feel that the crisis is serious. They 

come to help Ye Chen. 

 

Although they had deep hatred and enmity with Ye Chen, now, when they formed an alliance against 

wanxu, ye Chen was the key to break the game, or even the only hope. Naturally, they could not watch 

ye Chen fall. 

 

Otherwise, if ye Chen dies, no one will be able to escape his fate. 

 

After the arrival of Emperor Xuan, a holy light broke out in the sky, and the ruler of the verdict came 

down with tens of thousands of generals of the kingdom of heaven. 

 

"Ha ha, today I'm the Hongjun sword sect. It's really lively." 

 

Shifang Jiansheng stood up slowly, looked around and laughed indifferently. 

 

Xue Tianyin and Qiu Yan, two disciples, were shocked and timid when they saw so many great people 

coming. 

 

Ye Chen is calm and relaxed appearance, to ten square sword Saint a bow hand, way: "really sorry, 

disturb elder clear repair." 

 

Ten square sword Saint said: "no harm, there are so many people, against wanxu killing, that is also 

much easier." 

 

After he finished, the void vibrated again, and the three ancestors of Dixin temple also came down. 



 

Then, it was the people from the ancestral land of Fengjia. 

 

Wei Ying, Sister Feng, Mo Hanxi, Hong Xin, Hong Xuan, Lin Tianxiao, Mo Hongji and others all came. 

 

"Ye Chen, are you ok?" 

 

Wei Ying ran to Ye Chen's side, with worry in her beautiful eyes. 

 

Ye Chen saw Wei Ying's face, still with pale, obviously vitality has not recovered, gently stroked her 

cheek, said: "I'm ok, how did you come? Have a good rest. " 

 

Wei Ying said: "I'm worried about you. What's the matter with that sword? Is wanxu's intention to kill 

you coming at last?" 

 

Ye Chen nods, a burst of dignified. 
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Xuanjiyue stepped forward and said in a cold voice: "it's not the time to make love, boy. You can't die 

now. We have to use you to fight against wanxu's plot." 

 

Emperor Shitian said: "we have so many people. I think we can fight against the sword of wanxu." 

 

Qiankun peak, the scene is extremely spectacular, the whole earth, dignified people, all come. 

 

It can be said that all the experts in the earth's heart are gathered together to protect Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen's value is too great. 



 

He is the key to this game. If you lose him, no one will be able to break the Jiuding formation. 

 

Therefore, people are willing to put down their prejudices and join hands to fight against the sword of 

wanxu to protect Ye Chen's safety. 

 

Emperor Shitian thought that it would not be difficult for so many experts to fight against wanxu. 

 

After all, what is coming now is only a sword of wanxu. Although it contains the essence and blood of 

the ancient emperor, it is not the real body of the ancient emperor. 

 

"No, compared with yuhuanggudi, we are just ants. We can stop his sword." 

 

The judge stood up, but poured cold water on the spot. 

 

He used to be the magic weapon of yuhuanggudi. Among the audience, he was the only one who knew 

the power of yuhuanggudi best. 

 

"A single drop of blood can explode the universe, and a single blow can destroy the stars. His blood 

sword will come down and kill the unimaginable horror. We must not take it lightly." 

 

The voice of the adjudicator is very solemn. 

 

You know, yuhuanggudi is the first master in the world. His strength is unspeakable and terrible. Even if 

a drop of blood comes, it is enough to suppress everything. 

 

Boom! 

 

At this time, the distant sky concussion, the yuhuangzhushenjian, flying out of the huge tripod, smashing 

the air and plundering towards the heaven and earth peak, the sword point to Ye Chen. 

 



When people saw the huge sword in the air, they were all suffocated. 

 

Even if it is far away, the majestic power of the sword is shocking enough. 

 

All of them felt a terrible murderous spirit and inner weakness. 

 

In the face of wanxu sword's attack, everyone has a shudder. If we fight alone, no one is qualified to 

fight. 

 

"Everyone, give me a hand!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are sharp, and he also feels the crisis is serious. He rises up against the wind and offers a 

picture of the yellow spring. 

 

WOW! 

 

The rivers and mountains of the yellow spring unfold in the sky. 

 

Ye Chen used the word formula of the array and arranged the huangquan River and mountain into a 

large defensive array. 

 

This defensive array, with the map of huangquan as the core, is surrounded by dust steles, wind steles, 

fire steles and other reincarnation steles. 

 

Wish the sky star high suspension, behind the starry sky, is Hongmeng big starry sky, incomparably 

brilliant. 

 

Ye Chen is sitting in the central eye of the huangquan River and mountain. He sits cross legged, with 

three heavenly swords inserted upside down, and the blood dragon coiled around him. 

 

WOW! 



 

Ten thousand demon fairy pool emerged, also around yechen circulation, Xiaohuang Xiaohei, Qinglong 

Alsophila tree, all guard around yechen. 

 

The ruler of the verdict, Xuan Jiyue, Emperor Shitian, Hongxia fairy, the ancestor of Dixin temple, Wei 

Ying, Mo Hanxi, Hong Xin and others, looked at each other and flew around the huangquan River to 

protect Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen is guarded by the divine way of the judge, the fate of xuanjiyue, the demonic barrier of the 

emperor Shitian, the evil spirit of Hongxia fairy, the Dharma array established by the ancestors of Dixin 

temple, and the guardians of Feng family, Mo family, Lin family and Hong family. 

 

This is a picture of the stars and the sun and the moon, which is very spectacular. 

 

Many strong people in the earth's heart unite to put down their gratitude and resentment and work 

together against wanxu. 

 

Apart from the leader of the verdict, other people have great confidence. It is not difficult for so many 

people to unite to fight against the Blood Sword of yuhuanggudi. 

 

Shifang Jiansheng, Xue Tianyin, Qiu Yan and others stood in the same place and did not move lightly. 

 

Qiu Yan said, "master, don't we help?" 

 

Shifang sword sage said: "help, but I'm proud and cold. I can't cooperate with others. I'll take care of the 

reincarnation Lord. Wanxu dares to step on my style of Hongjun sword. How can we be good and rest?" 

 

All the people were ready. The yuhuangzhushenjian came out with thunder and wind. 

 

Because of the resistance of the cause and effect of the earth's heart, the flying shot of the 

yuhuangzhushenjian was not too fast, but it was estimated that it would take two incense sticks at most. 

 



At this critical juncture, Hong Xin, the holy daughter of the Hong family, suddenly falls down and comes 

to Ye Chen. With a wave of her slim hand, cherry blossoms float up, forming a barrier that separates the 

eyes of outsiders. 

 

She and ye Chen, surrounded by cherry blossoms, meet alone. 

 

"Hong Xin, what do you want to do?" 

 

Ye Chen's face sinks, the way. 

 

Hong Xinmei's eyes are also like cherry blossoms, with a trace of intoxicating red halo. She wants to 

come to her cherry mound Tianzhu. Her aura has been restored, and her blood has become her own 

magic weapon. 

 

"Ye Chen, do you blame me?" Hong Xin asked. 

 

In fact, Hong Xin is the initiator of the wanxu crisis. 

 

It was because Hong Xin leaked Zulu's information that led to a series of subsequent disturbances. 

 

Hong Xin is a great hero of wanxu, but the ancient emperor Yu Huang is mean and ungrateful. Now he 

has come down to kill her, and even she won't let it go. 

 

Ye Chen sighed and said, "it's no use talking about this now. You just follow the orders. Even if I kill you, I 

can't save the crisis. Besides, we have settled the cause and effect." 

 

Ye Chen had saved Hong Xin before, but later, Hong Xin dedicated the aura of Yingzhong Tianzhu to Ye 

Chen, which made Ye Chen's cultivation progress a lot, and it can be regarded as repayment. 

 

The cause and effect between them has been settled. Ye Chen just wants to fight against wanxu and 

doesn't want to pay attention to her. 

 



Hong Xin gritted her teeth and said, "even so, my sin is still too deep. I didn't expect that wanxu would 

destroy the earth's heart and even kill everyone. I want to ask you something." 

 

Ye Chen said, "what's the matter?" 

 

Hong Xin's eyes showed a sense of determination, and said: "when the magic sword of wanxu comes, 

you will kill me and sacrifice my life and cause and effect. Maybe you can help me to defend and wash 

away my sin." 
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Zulu's intelligence implicated such a huge disturbance, which was unexpected to Hong Xin. 

 

She only thought that Hong's family and wanxu were exploring their ancestral ways just to return to 

their hometown, to remember the past and to feel the heart of Tao. She didn't think that yuhuanggudi 

was so fierce that she wanted to destroy the whole earth and reap the good fortune here. 

 

Once the earth's heart is destroyed and hundreds of millions of creatures die, Hong Xin is a terrible 

sinner. 

 

She can't bear such a huge sin, so she wants to ask Ye Chen to kill her and sacrifice her blood. 

 

She is a member of the Hong family in the supreme world. She has a lot of connections with wanxu. If 

she is sacrificed, her cause and effect can also reduce the pressure of the Yuhuang sword and help the 

defense. 

 

Ye Chen is shocked, but he has nothing to say. 

 

Hong Xin said: "after I die, you take care of Hong Xuan for me. She is innocent. Don't hurt her." 

 



Speaking of this, Hong Xin's eyes turned red. The change of things was too fierce. She didn't think that 

wanxu temple would come. 

 

The consequences of this incident are beyond her tolerance. 

 

Hong Xin is in a state of confusion, jade arm suddenly embraces Ye Chen's neck, soft lips fall down, kiss 

Ye Chen one mouthful, stare at him, way: "please you." 

 

With that, Hong Xin removes the cherry blossom barrier and goes back outside to stand with the people 

of the Hong family. 

 

Everyone knows that she has a special identity, and she has a secret talk with Ye Chen. It seems that she 

has another way to fight, but she doesn't think so. 

 

Looking at the distant sky, Hong Xin's body trembled with the approaching wanxu sword. 

 

There is a big terror between life and death, she did not have the courage to die, so she asked Ye Chen 

to do it on her behalf and solve her sin by herself. 

 

In everyone's nervous eyes, the yuhuangzhushenjian finally came. 

 

When the magic sword comes, people can clearly see that the sword is dark and chaotic, flashing blood 

awn, carved with ancient totems. The blade does not open, showing a heavy posture, but layers of blood 

awn flashing, but full of terrible killing. 

 

It's crackling. 

 

Between the flashes of the blood awn, there are purple thunder and lightning, which come out from 

time to time. The purple awn is surging, and the thunder roars, which is very spectacular. 

 

It's the smell of stung beads. 

 



This Yuhuang Zhushen sword has absorbed all the energy of Jingzhe Tianzhu. It has the power of 

thunder and is very overbearing. 

 

"The magic sword of wanxu has arrived. Form a battle!" 

 

With a loud shout from the judge, tens of thousands of heavenly generals on the periphery immediately 

formed a ruling array, shouting, and tens of thousands of people joined together to form a magnificent 

and holy silver light, like a layer of heavenly barrier, guarding the huangquan River and mountains 

against the sword of wanxu. 

 

This layer of defense is so strict. 

 

Even ye Chen is not sure to break it. 

 

This is the top masterpiece of Tianzhen, the combination of tens of thousands of strong people's breath 

and the iron barrel formation. 

 

But there was an amazing scene. 

 

However, the magic sword of the ten thousand ruins broke down, the purple electric blood awn burst, 

and a wisp of sword Qi tore the void. The defense of the ruling sky array was immediately split into a 

gap. More than a thousand strong men of the holy hall were killed on the spot by the fierce sword Qi. 

 

Many broken limbs, mixed with blood viscera, fell from the air, blood stained the sky, and the scene was 

extremely fierce. 

 

Ye Chen, Xuan Jiyue, Emperor Shitian and others all changed their faces suddenly when they saw this 

scene. 

 

The sword of the ten thousand ruins was more powerful than they had imagined. 

 



"The magic sword of wanxu is coming. If I am the emperor of Yuhuang, I will retreat as soon as possible. 

Today I will only kill the reincarnation Lord!" 

 

A powerful old, extremely overbearing voice burst out from the yuhuangzhushenjian. 

 

That's the voice of yuhuanggudi! 

 

This sword, with the essence and blood of the yuhuanggudi, his voice burst out with the sword. It was 

powerful for thousands of miles, and the void was turbulent. Everyone's eardrum trembled and his head 

hummed. 

 

Fortunately, the cultivation of yuhuanggudi was too strong, and it was difficult for his will to come. This 

voice was not only loud, but also had no special strength, let alone his will. 

 

But even so, people were also shocked by the startling voice, which made their breath confused and 

their Qi and blood turbulent. 

 

Many people's heart of Tao shakes on the spot and wants to leave, no longer cares about ye Chen's life 

and death. 

 

In fact, yuhuanggudi didn't mind to kill everyone, but the rules were too restrictive. Now Jiuding array 

has only one eye. If he is contaminated with too much blood, it may lead to the failure of future plans. 

 

It's important to kill Ye Chen, but it's also important to collect Qi from the earth's heart. 

 

So today, yuhuanggudi only wants to kill Ye Chen, not to harvest too many people's blood. 

 

"Yuhuanggudi, if you want to be presumptuous today, kill me first!" 

 

The judge clenched his fist fiercely and looked at the magic sword of wanxu. It seemed that from the 

sword, he could see the fierce figure behind the ancient emperor Yu Huang. 

 



Click! 

 

With the master of the verdict clenching his fist, a terrible scene happened. Tens of thousands of strong 

men in the temple burst in an instant, and their blood essence was squeezed out. 

 

The essence and blood of tens of thousands of people began to gather to the chief judge. 

 

The judge is still in a weak state. He knows that yuhuanggudi is strong and hard to fight, but he must not 

watch ye Chen die. 

 

Because when ye Chen dies, his lips die and his teeth are cold. No one can break the situation in the 

earth's heart, and no one can survive. 

 

This time, the decision maker sacrificed all his subordinates and gathered the blood essence of tens of 

thousands of strong men into a huge blood cell. 

 

The huge blood cells, in his palm continue to concentrate and tighten. 

 

Then, the Lord of judgment offered the ark beads to absorb all the blood energy. 

 

Hum! 

 

The ark bead had been weak and broken, but it absorbed the essence and blood of tens of thousands of 

strong men, and suddenly recovered its energy and burst out a very bright light. 

 

Ye Chen and others were shocked to see this scene. 

 

No one thought that the ruler of the verdict was so bold that he sacrificed all his subordinates to restore 

the ark Tianzhu. 

 

"Ark of doomsday, go!" 



 

With a wave of his hand, the ruler of the verdict urged the ark Tianzhu. A huge warship came out of the 

void and collided with the magic sword of the ruins. 

 

This warship is the ark of doomsday, which can not only ferry people, but also fight. The peak impact of 

the ark warship, I'm afraid even the ordinary hundred yoke strong can't stop it. 

 

However, in order to make the best use of it, the judge paid too much. Tens of thousands of elites in the 

core of the holy hall were sacrificed, and the sacrifice was extremely heavy. 

 

Even ye Chen was shocked by the great handwriting of the judge. 

 

In the whole audience, only the judge knows that yuhuanggudi's toughness is beyond people's 

imagination. He must do his best to have a chance of survival. 

 

In the sky, a spectacular scene is presented. The huge warship bumps into the same huge sword. 
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Such a collision, just looking at the picture, is enough to shock. 

 

"Ha ha ha, verdict, you used to be a slave of my sin, can you turn the world in front of me?" 

 

In the huge sword, there is a voice of disdain from the yuhuanggudi. 

 

Boom! 

 

Stung, thunder and lightning burst, sword gas burst. 

 



Yuhuanggudi's sword was to cut the ark completely. 

 

Puff! 

 

The judge vomited blood on the spot, fell down and was seriously injured. 

 

Ye Chen, Hongxia fairy, Hong Beichen and others were shocked. 

 

Even they, faced with the peak impact of the doomsday ark, are hard to accept. 

 

However, now the wanxu sword, just a light sword, actually cut the ark warship. The ferocity of the 

sword is already against the sky. 

 

"Reincarnation Lord, I'm going to deal with the heavenly daughter with this sword. Today I'm going to 

kill you. It's a proper death for you!" 

 

The yuhuanggudi uttered his last voice, and then the voice disappeared, leaving only the sound of wind 

and thunder. 

 

The cause and effect limitation of geocentric domain is still too big, even if he uses the sword to make a 

sound, it is extremely difficult. 

 

However, now he was completely relieved that no one could stop him with the power of Yuhuang 

zhushenjian. 

 

Ye Chen will die today! 

 

Boom 

 

The huge sword, with the sound of wind and thunder, comes to kill Ye Chen fiercely after breaking the 

ark of the judge. 



 

The second barrier is xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian. 

 

However, the fate of xuanjiyue, as well as the barrier of the emperor Shitian's mind and demons, was 

torn apart by the magic sword of wanxu almost in one breath. 

 

"Puff!" 

 

"Puff!" 

 

Emperor Xuan also vomited blood, and they all fell down to the valley of heaven and earth peak. 

 

"Is this the strength of yuhuanggudi?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are constricted. This sword of ten thousand ruins only carries a wisp of blood essence of 

the ancient emperor Yu Huang. Its power is so terrible that it can't even be matched by the ruler of the 

verdict, xuanjiyue and Shitian. 

 

This power can't be described in words. 

 

Yuhuanggudi, worthy of being the world's strongest! 

 

The judge is right. A drop of blood from yuhuanggudi can crush tens of millions of universes and destroy 

the starry sky. It's so powerful that it's beyond imagination. 

 

He wants to kill Ye Chen. No one can stop him. 

 

Hongxia fairy, the ancestors of Dixin temple, Lin Tianxiao, Wei Ying and Mo Hanxi were all shocked. 

 

At this time, the yuhuangzhushenjian continued to break the void and killed Ye Chen. 



 

Everyone looked at each other and immediately surrounded Ye Chen like the stars and the moon, 

fighting to defend against each other. 

 

"Chen Zi Jue, get up!" 

 

When Hong Beichen suddenly drinks, the formula of array word breaks out completely, forming a nine 

palace array, guarding Ye Chen. 

 

Hongxia fairy, Lin faming, Mo Qingxuan, Lin Tianxiao, Mo Hanxi and others are all in different parts of 

the array, and their aura is released, which makes the whole Jiugong array burst out a powerful divine 

awn, and their defense is enhanced to the extreme. 

 

And Wei Ying, even weak, also stood up, guard Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen sees this scene, the heart matchless vibration. 

 

Looking around, Hong Xin was the only one who seemed to struggle and didn't stand up. 

 

And others, are desperate to guard Ye Chen. 

 

In this game, ye Chen is the absolute key. Once he dies, the earth's heart will be destroyed, and there 

will be no chance to fight back. 

 

In the people's desperate block, the yuhuangzhushenjian, the momentum of progress, was finally 

blocked down. 

 

Hong Beichen's face is livid, his breath is stagnant, and he is under great pressure. He is the core of the 

array formula. The emperor's sword is coming, and almost all his majesty is on his body. 

 

"Reincarnation xuanbei, Tianjian battle emperor array!" 



 

Ye Chen sees this, the vision suddenly a cold, didn't stand to wait to die again, but brazenly hand. 

 

With a wave of the palm of the hand, a huge "array" word rises from the top of Ye Chen's head. The 

formula of the array word bursts out instantly and is superimposed on Hong Beichen's array. 

 

A large array of ancient source gas, which was full of chaos and light, immediately emerged in the air. 

 

When ye Chen stepped, three heavenly swords flew out, whirring and rotating around his body. The 

sword body was filled with the light of fighting spirit, and the edge of Bing Zi Jue. 

 

At the same time, ye Chen used the array formula, Dou formula and Bing formula. The combination of 

the three formulas combined with three heavenly swords formed a strong array. 

 

This array is called "Tian Jian Dou Di array"! 

 

Ye Chen stands in the center of the array, fighting spirit and light add body, just like the ancient fighting 

emperor, sharp and majestic. 

 

Around the array, there are a lot of reincarnation steles, and abundant energy diffuses out. It seems that 

the energy of the whole Tianjian emperor fighting array will never be exhausted, showing a great 

prosperity. 

 

This is Ye Chen's strongest defense means! 

 

His eyes were split, his eyes were bleeding, and he was fighting against the Yuhuang Zhushen sword. 

 

"Break it for me!" 

 

Ye Chen looks up to the sky and drinks violently. With a wave of his hand, three heavenly swords soar up 

to kill the emperor. 



 

Defense alone is only a chronic death. If you want to break the game, you must take the initiative to 

attack. 

 

"Roar!" 

 

A startling dragon song sounded. 

 

In Longyuan Tianjian, the body of blood dragon emerges, Wanxiang Tianshu erupts, and the chain is 

broken. 

 

A long time ago, the blood dragon was inherited by the Dragon ancestor of Wan Dao, but it was 

imprisoned by the chain of nine prohibitions and could not exert all its strength. 

 

At this moment, at the critical moment of life and death, all the chains were broken, and the blood 

dragon burst out with unprecedented bravery, mixed with three swords and sky swords, rushed to the 

yuhuangzhushenjian, and wanted to win. 
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People see this scene, are extremely shocked, but did not expect that ye Chen so fierce, actually want to 

directly kill. 

 

"Help me 

 

Ye Chen a big drink, well aware of the Yuhuang zhushenjian terrible, alone with their own strength, may 

not be able to fight, must gather the strength of all. 

 

Hong Beichen, Hongxia fairy, Mo Hanxi, Xiao Qingyan, Lin Tianxiao and others, as well as Xiao Huang 

Xiaohei, Yan Xuaner, Qinglong Alsophila spinulosa and so on, all released their own breath and gathered 

on Ye Chen. 



 

As for ye Chen's body, Xuan Hanyu, Huang Laoren and others did not change. They just watched silently, 

with a dignified look to the extreme. 

 

Their breath is different from that of others and cannot be integrated. 

 

However, even without their help, ye Chen gathered the strength of all, the power of this blow is also 

very terrible. 

 

The Dragon Sword soared into the sky, mixed with the power of the people, turned into a chaotic 

torrent, and roared to the yuhuangzhushenjian. 

 

Bang! 

 

The collision between the chaotic torrent and the magic sword of the ten thousand ruins burst out a 

startling explosion, smashing the sky, and it seems that all the avenues of heaven are about to collapse. 

 

Under the impact of the huge explosion, the Mountain Gate of Hongjun sword sect collapsed, and many 

peaks were destroyed. The main peak, Qiankun peak, was completely flattened, turning into rolling 

stones and dust. 

 

Ye Chen and others are suspended in the sky sword battle array. All of them are pale. Mo Hanxi, Hong 

Xuan, Wei Ying and other people who are slightly weak in cultivation vomit blood on the spot and fall 

down. They look very embarrassed. 

 

Below, Shifang Jiansheng, Xue Tianyin, Qiu Yan and others were shocked to see that the mountain gate 

was broken after the collision. 

 

Shifang Jiansheng is surrounded by sword Qi to resist the impact of the explosion. However, his 

mountain gate is shattered and completely reduced to ruins. 

 

"Puff!" 



 

In the impact of the explosion, ye Chen is also seriously injured by vomiting blood. He is the core of the 

Tianjian emperor fighting array. In the impact, he is naturally the most seriously injured. 

 

Fortunately, he has a strong constitution, but he can barely support it. 

 

After the explosion, a terrible scene appeared in front of everyone. 

 

However, in the sky, the Longyuan Heavenly Sword, the wild devil Heavenly Sword and the disaster 

Heavenly Sword were all badly damaged. They whimpered and turned into a streamer and fled back to 

Ye Chen's body. 

 

The blood dragon's body was seriously injured in the explosion, dripping with blood, falling scales, barely 

suspended between the clouds in the sky, but panting and losing its combat effectiveness. 

 

Under the impact of the explosion, the yuhuangzhushenjian lost the shape of heaven and earth. It could 

not maintain its huge shape and reduced to the shape of a three foot long sword. However, the blood 

on the sword was flowing and the edge was still sharp. 

 

The essence and blood of yuhuanggudi are still firmly imprinted on the sword. 

 

Although the power of sword Qi is weakened, it is enough to kill reincarnation! 

 

"What 

 

Ye Chen sees this, immediately incomparable startle. 

 

People see the blood is still in the feather emperor, but also scalp numbness, completely confused. 

 

They thought that yuhuanggudi was strong, but they didn't expect that he was so strong. 

 



With the help of all the people, it is impossible to wipe out a drop of blood from the emperor! 

 

"Is this the strength of the best expert in the world?" 

 

Ye Chen Zheng Zheng can't say a word, completely stunned. 

 

After the collision just now, people have completely dried up, unable to fight again. 

 

Whoa! 

 

The Yuhuang Zhushen sword, blood awn a circulation, sword tip tear void, toward Ye Chen eyebrow 

shot. 

 

This sword has locked Ye Chen's Qi. 

 

Ye Chen only felt that although the universe was big, there was no place to avoid it, as if he was destined 

to be killed by the sword of ten thousand ruins. 

 

"Help me 

 

Ye Chen roars in his heart, calling for the hand of the old man. 

 

But the old man was very dignified, and said: "if I have a body, the ancient emperor Yuhuang is just a 

drop of blood. I can break it with my fingers. But now, I only have a shadow, and my strength is not 

enough to fight, unless I explode." 

 

Ye Chen's face suddenly sank. His relationship with Huang Lao was calculated in cooperation. Huang Lao 

could not protect him by himself. 

 

The old man sighed and said, "it's just that you are defeated in the game between you and wanxu. Then 

I will accept my fate and let's die together." 



 

After that, the old man turned around and looked at the scenery in the reincarnation cemetery, his eyes 

full of thoughts. 

 

In an instant, ye Chen fell into a desperate situation. 

 

The yuhuangzhushenjian came, but no one could stop it. 

 

In the distant sky, ye luo'er has been hiding his body shape. Seeing that ye Chen is in trouble, he wants 

to come down. 

 

However, as soon as she had the idea of coming, the cause and effect lock broke out. A terrible breath 

ate her bones, heart and soul, and made her feel like she was burned with fire. She was in great pain 

and had no strength to fight again. 

 

Taishangtiannv said that if she was not allowed to recognize Ye Chen, it would be impossible for her to 

come. 

 

However, the heavenly daughter didn't expect that ye Chen would be in such a desperate situation now. 

Her cause and effect lock has become an obstacle instead, which is likely to ruin Ye Chen's life! 

 

"Brother ye..." 

 

Ye luo'er is in agony. Seeing ye Chen fall, he can't move. 

 

"Yuhuanggudi, the territory of Hongjun sword sect, it's not up to you to go wild!" 

 

At this time, the ten sword saints, who had not moved all the time, appeared in front of Ye Chen. 

 

The yuhuangzhushenjian assassinates and is blocked by shifangjiansheng sword. 

 



"Master!" 

 

Ye Chen is very happy. He knows that the ten sword saints have been living in seclusion, not 

contaminated with worldly causes and effects. Now, it's the same as directly fighting against wanxu and 

tearing their face. This is great determination and courage. 

 

The ten sword saints snorted, and the long sword was shocked, which made the yuhuangzhushenjian fly 

away. 

 

When people saw this scene, they screamed and were shocked. 

 

Everyone didn't expect that the ten swordsmen could fly the sword of ten thousand ruins with one 

sword. 

 

You know, just now, all the people joined forces and could not fight against each other. But now, the ten 

swordsmen have made a counterattack with their own strength. What a terrible force! 

 

Only Ye Chen knows that it's not the Shifang sword sage who is strong, but his sword skills are too 

exquisite. He is the best in the world. He uses his own strength to fight with his sword. He just flies the 

sword of wanxu, not his own strength, but wanxu's own strength. 

 

This is a clever way to solve the problem with the help of strength, not brute force confrontation. 

 

However, the essence and blood power of yuhuanggudi was still too strong after all. The ten swordsmen 

just fought back, and they were shocked, and their faces turned pale. 

 

Whoa! 

 

The yuhuangzhushenjian, after being shaken away, once the body of the sword rotates, it flies back 

again. It's like gangrene attached to bones. Ye Chen won't let go of it. 

 



Seeing this, the ten swordsmen know that it's hard to be good at today's affairs. They can't solve it with 

simple skills. They can only fight with real strength. 

 

"Give me the heart of the ten swords." 

 

Shifang Jiansheng looks back at Ye Chen. 
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Ye Chen hastened to sacrifice the heart of the ten swords and return it to the ten swordsman. 

 

"My real name is Jian Tongtian. Remember my name." 

 

With a trace of vicissitudes in his eyes, Shifang sword sage is facing Ye Chen. 

 

The name of his sword sage comes from the magic weapon of "the heart of ten Swords", but his real 

name is not like that. It's called "the sword connects heaven". 

 

Ye Chen was shocked in his heart. At this moment, the ten sword saints seemed to be telling their last 

words. 

 

"Master Hongjun, listen to the call of your most devout believers, lower your power of kendo, suppress 

the past and destroy all difficulties!" 

 

The ten sword sage suddenly made a loud singing sound and began to sacrifice the heart of the sword. 

 

The crystal stone in the heart of the sword burst out and burst out with a terrible force. 

 

This force is even more terrible than the joint force of Ye Chen and others. 



 

That's the power of Hongjun! 

 

Hongjun ancestor, the founder of the legendary nine heaven magic, created magic weapons with his will 

and strength. 

 

At this moment, the ten sword saints sacrificed the heart of the ten swords to ignite the power of 

Hongjun's ancestors. 

 

All of a sudden, an ancient Taoist robe was put on the body of Shifang sword saint. 

 

That seems to be the Taoist robe of Hongjun! 

 

The Taoist robe of Hongjun was added to the body, and the eyes of the ten sword saints were like 

electricity, and another sword came out. 

 

This sword, like the earth shattering and thunder exploding, mixed with the sacrificial energy of the 

heart of ten swords. Its terrible power can't be described in the world. 

 

In an instant, ye Chen was shaken back for more than ten miles. 

 

Around the body of Shifang Jiansheng, layers of space burst and smashed, showing the vision of the lost 

time and space. Even the lost time and space were collapsing under the impact of his powerful force. 

 

"Master!" 

 

Xue Tianyin and Qiu Yan are both shocked and pale, and their voices cry. 

 

How majestic is the sacrificial energy of the heart of the ten swords, which contains the divine power of 

Hongjun's ancestors. I'm afraid even the ten swordsmen can't bear it. 

 



Ten sword saints cut out one sword and fought with wanxu magic sword again. 

 

Click! 

 

Click! 

 

When the two swords fight, there are cracks on the body of the swords, which break in inch. 

 

This battle is the battle between the ten swordsmen and the yuhuanggudi, the collision between 

Hongjun's will and wanxu's will. 

 

Everyone was extremely shocked. Looking at the scene of the collision, the distant legend of Hongjun 

shocked everyone. 

 

The two swords confronted each other, and finally the magic sword of wanxu was smashed. 

 

This sword, after all, has only a trace of the essence and blood of the yuhuanggudi, and can't compete 

with the ten sword saints who have fused Hongjun's will. 

 

The ten swordsmen broke the sword of wanxu, but his face was very pale, his mouth was bleeding, and 

his body fell like a broken kite. 

 

When he sacrificed the heart of the ten swords, he was under too much pressure. His internal organs, 

muscles and bones were broken. 

 

When they saw this, they all exclaimed. 

 

"Master!" 

 

Xue Tianyin and Qiu Yan catch the ten swordsmen in a hurry. 



 

"Master!" 

 

Ye Chen also a burst of worry, see ten square sword saint's appearance, only afraid to die in an instant. 

 

He wants to fly down to heal the ten swordsmen. 

 

However, at this time, ye Chen suddenly felt a sharp and fierce killing. 

 

But see that the sword, broken, a small flying sword, only the size of a little thumb, flying out of the 

broken clouds, directly hit Ye Chen's eyebrows. 

 

"What, it's Zi Mu Jian?" 

 

When ye Chen saw this, he was shocked. 

 

This yuhuangzhushenjian is actually a son mother sword. There is a sword hidden in the sword. After the 

mother sword is broken, there is a small flying sword. 

 

This small flying sword, in terms of its power, can't be compared with its mother sword, but at this time 

ye Chen is weak and can't fight at all. 

 

The whole audience was also shocked. No one thought that the means of the ancient emperor Yuhuang 

was so terrible. The sword hidden in the sword was beyond everyone's expectation. 

 

People are also injured and weak, and they can't save Ye Chen. 

 

"No!" 

 



In the distant sky, yeluo'er's eyes change color and wants to go to the rescue. However, the fierce 

reaction of causality lock makes her suffer and unable to do anything at all. 

 

Seeing that ye Chen was going to be killed, Shifang sword sage was completely shocked and said: 

"yuhuanggudi is worthy of being the first master in the world. I underestimated you for the ruthlessness 

of the plot. You won." 

 

Ding! 

 

At this critical moment, a pink bead suddenly flew out, blocking in front of Ye Chen. 

 

That wanxu small flying sword, hit on the pink beads, was immediately opened. 

 

A graceful figure, Yufeng flies to yechen, it is Hongxin. 

 

"Sakuraka Tianzhu, buried for me!" 

 

Hong Xin's eyes were as cold as water. With a wave of her hand, the pink beads burst out into cherry 

blossoms. Countless cherry blossoms fluttered all over the sky and turned into a tomb. 

 

This tomb is the tomb of cherry blossoms. There are cherry trees in full bloom, like dreams. 

 

The small flying sword of wanxu was dragged into the tomb and buried thoroughly. 

 

"Hum!" 

 

The flying sword made a violent sound, struggling to break the tomb. 

 

"Ye Chen, my sin can be washed away today." 

 



Hong Xin looks at Ye Chen with a bleak smile, then takes a deep breath. Her chest rises and falls for a 

while, her eyes are sharp and resolute, and she finally makes up her mind to die. 

 

Bang! 

 

Her direct self explosion, flesh and blood like cherry blossom, in front of Ye Chen burst. 

 

Then, her explosive power fell to the tomb of cherry blossom, and she used her body to suppress the 

small flying sword. 

 

Sobbing 

 

It seems that the fall of the magic sword of wanxu has affected the vision of heaven and earth. 

 

The yuhuangzhushenjian, whose mother sword was destroyed by Shifang Jiansheng, and whose son 

sword was suppressed by Hongxin, was completely defeated. 
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Wanxu crisis, temporarily through, but the audience, no one has the color of joy, everyone is at a loss. 

 

"Your grace 

 

The people of the Hong family were shocked to see Hong Xin explode. 

 

"Master!" 

 

Hong Xuan, the cat girl, cried and ran to her in a hurry. 

 



But see that cherry blossom tomb, dissipate away, and finally shed back to the shape of a bead, dim 

light, fell into the hands of Hong Xuan. 

 

Hong Xuan only felt that in the Pearl of the cherry mound, there was a wisp of Hong Xin's ghost, 

sleeping. 

 

Hong Xin's life, involving too much cause and effect, her life has not turned to her, there are people 

behind her do not want to die. 

 

Therefore, even if she explodes, there is still a wisp of ghost left, sealed in the cherry mound Tianzhu. 

 

Hong Xuan was surprised by the sleeping ghost. She whispered, "master, don't worry, I will try to revive 

you." 

 

The end of the fierce battle is over. 

 

The crowd was silent for a long time. 

 

Finally, the three ancestors of Dixin temple, with a sigh, left first. 

 

The leader of the verdict, Xuan Jiyue, Emperor Shitian and others, dragging their injured bodies, also left. 

 

Hongxia fairy, Xiao Qingyan, Wei Ying, Feng's sisters, Mo Hanxi, Hong Xuan and others all came to Ye 

Chen and watched him silently. 

 

In today's battle, people have seen the valiant of the ancient emperor Yu Huang. It's just that a drop of 

blood is so terrible. I can't help it. 

 

In this fight, the core of the earth is seriously damaged, but wanxu is also suffering heavy losses. Both 

sides are defeated. In the future, it will be clean for some time. 

 



"Brother Ye Chen, my master still has a wisp of ghost left. Can you revive her?" 

 

Hongxuan red eyes, the cherry mound Tianzhu to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen in the heart move, catch the cherry mound sky bead, slightly a induction, then shook his head, 

way: "her remnant soul is too thin, almost impossible to revive." 

 

If Hong Xin had a complete soul, he might be able to reshape her body. But now, Hong Xin's ghost is too 

thin, which is similar to complete destruction. Even ye Chen can't wake up such a thin ghost, let alone 

recover. 

 

Ye Chen returns Yingzhong Tianzhu to Hong Xuan. 

 

Hong Xuan began to cry, but she didn't know what to do. The wind sisters comforted her. 

 

Ye Chen looked at Wei Ying, Mo Hanxi, Xiao Qingyan, Hongxia fairy and others, and said, "go back first. 

I'll stay here and take care of master Jiansheng." 

 

With that, ye Chen looked down. 

 

At this time, Shifang Jiansheng was on the verge of extinction. 

 

The girls also know ye Chen's responsibility, so they leave first. 

 

Ye Chen takes a deep breath, the spirit tablet and reincarnation blood flow, and soon recovers from the 

weak state. 

 

His physical recovery ability is extremely strong. Now that the battle is over, his tense nerves relax, and 

it's almost a few breaths, his state will be restored to perfection and return to the peak. 

 

"Master." 



 

Ye Chen falls down to offer a sacrifice to the heavenly star of desire, and leads the three men, Shifang 

Jiansheng, Xue Tianyin and Qiu Yan in. 

 

Xue Tianyin and Qiu Yan are shocked to see that ye Chen's breathing is recovering. 

 

Xue Tianyin said in a hurry: "Lord of reincarnation, your blood power is so powerful. You must have a 

way to save my master, don't you?" 

 

Ye Chen is silent. He sits down and explores the pulse of the ten swordsman, but he feels that his pulse 

is very weak and entangled with a great cause and effect. 

 

That's the cause and effect of Hongjun! 

 

The magic weapon of sacrificing Hongjun's ancestors needs to bear too much cause and effect. Even the 

ten swordsmen can't bear it. 

 

"Ha ha, life and death, you don't care." 

 

Shifang sword sage is open-minded and doesn't care much about life and death. He pursues kendo. 

Today's plot to destroy wanxu has proved that his Kendo is above wanxu and he is satisfied. 

 

Ye Chen uses the eight trigrams heaven elixir technique to stabilize the injury of Shifang sword sage for a 

moment. He says: "master, with my medical skill, I can hang your life for a month. If you have anything 

to say, please tell your disciples." 

 

Finish saying, leaf Chen turns round to want to walk. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, stay." 

 



Shifang sword Saint struggles to sit up. Under Ye Chen's treatment, he recovers a lot. He is just a 

reflection of the sacrifice of Hongjun's magic weapon. It's too huge, but he can't be cured by any means. 

He can only live another month. 

 

Ye Chen turned back and said, "what's the matter, master?" 

 

Shifang sword sage said with a smile: "Lord of reincarnation, although you are not my disciple, you are 

also my guest Qing of Hongjun sword sect. Your strength is very strong. I want to entrust you with 

something." 

 

Ye Chen said, "what's the matter? As long as I can do it, I will promise you. " 

 

This time, if ye Chen didn't help him with his life, he would have died. He would repay his kindness. 

 

Shifang sword Saint pondered for a while and said, "I want you to go to the dark forbidden sea." 

 

Ye Chen said, "is the sea forbidden in the dark?" 

 

Shifang sword Saint said: "yes, I have a disciple named Jianming. You should know that he was adopted 

by me since he was a child. I treated him like my own son. But in order to pursue Jiandao, he insisted on 

going to Hongjun secret place to search for treasure. I don't have much time. I want you to go to the 

dark forbidden sea to find him and bring him back. Before I die, I want to see him for the last time." 

 

Ye Chen's eyebrows wrinkled, and the sword was nameless. He knew that he had betrayed. 

 

The secret place of Hongjun is in the dark forbidden sea. However, the dark forbidden sea is extremely 

dangerous. It's the boundless territory of the devil. Its influence is complex. Ye Chen's strength is not 

good enough. In fact, he doesn't want to step into the dark forbidden sea so soon. 

 

This dark forbidden sea, ye Chen will certainly go in the future, because the second part of the temple of 

yin and Yang, reincarnation sword, is in the dark forbidden sea. 

 



Ye Chen said: "master, your disciple Jian is nameless. He went to the dark forbidden sea in those years. 

It's tens of thousands of years ago. Is he still there?" 

 

Shifang sword sage gave a sad smile and said, "he is still there. I can catch his breath. He is a sword 

maniac. Now he is still in Hongjun secret place. Understand the sword way. You tell me that I will die and 

I want to see him. If he wants to, he will come back to see me." 

 

These words are extremely desolate, ye Chen heart incomparable vibration. 

 

Xue Tianyin and Qiu Yan are standing beside each other in tears. 

 

On the other side of the dark forbidden sea, they actually went to look for it, but the place was too 

chaotic for them to find any clue. 

 

Now, the ten swordsmen can only entrust Ye Chen. 

 

Because ye Chen is a man of great fortune. If he makes a move, he may be lucky to find the sword 

nameless and bring people back. 

 

Ye Chen ponders, but is silent. 

 

He didn't want to touch the cause and effect of the dark forbidden sea so soon. 

 

Shifang sword Saint looked at Ye Chen with bright eyes and said, "this is my only wish before I die." 
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Ye Chen's heart trembled and gnawed his teeth. Finally he nodded and said, "well, master, I promise 

you, I will find the unknown sword and bring him back." 

 



Hearing this, Shifang Jiansheng smiles happily, takes out a jade slip and gives it to Ye Chen, saying: "I've 

passed this secret book of Jiandao to you." 

 

Ye Chen a stay, way: "this is what?" 

 

Shifang sword holy way: "this secret script is a sword technique, called" Shifang meteoric sword ". It is 

the core essence of Hongjun sword. It contains the supreme principle of ten sword unification. Since the 

founding of Hongjun sword sect, only I and my big disciples have practiced it." 

 

At this point, Shifang Jiansheng looks at Xue Tianyin and Qiu Yan. 

 

Xue Tianyin and Qiu Yan are embarrassed. Their talent is limited. Let alone understanding the "ten 

square meteoric Swords", they can't fully understand even the simple ten swords. 

 

The ten kinds of swordsmanship of Hongjun sword school are Qian Kun Kan Li, Zhen Du Xun gen, and the 

last Yin and Yang. Qiu Yan understands the first eight swords, Xue Tianyin understands the ninth sword, 

and neither of them can achieve success. 

 

Only the elder disciple, whose sword is nameless, can master the ten swords and integrate them into 

"ten meteoric Swords". 

 

However, after training the Shifang meteorite sword, he was not satisfied with the nameless sword. He 

wanted to go to Hongjun's secret place to explore the treasure, pursue the source of Hongjun's Kendo, 

and reach the peak of his kendo. 

 

This is tens of thousands of years. 

 

Ye Chen accepted the jade slip and said, "master, I will bring your disciple back and let him inherit your 

orthodoxy." 

 

Shifang sword Saint said: "if the unfilial disciple still has the heart to come back, it's naturally the best. If 

he refuses to come back all the time, I'll ask the reincarnation master to take over the orthodoxy of 

Hongjun sword sect. Now I've offended wanxu. Please take care of my two disciples." 



 

Xue Tianyin and Qiu Yan knelt down and cried together and cried, "master!" 

 

Ye Chen silently listens, ten square sword Saint this words, actually already in Tuogu. 

 

"Don't worry, master. I will find your disciple!" 

 

Ye Chen received the great kindness of the ten sword saints, and naturally he wanted to repay each 

other. 

 

Now the most important thing is to find the sword nameless, bring him back, let the ten sword saints 

meet his master and disciples, and fulfill his dying wish. 

 

Moreover, the orthodoxy of Hongjun sword school also needs to be inherited. 

 

This cause and effect, if you can let the sword nameless back to shoulder, naturally the best. 

 

"Thank you very much." 

 

With a smile, Shifang Jiansheng immediately closed his eyes and had a rest. He had only one month left 

in his life. 

 

Ye Chen also had a rest adjustment and didn't set out immediately because he had just finished the 

battle with wanxu, so he also needed to rest. 

 

Back in the room, ye Chen takes out the jade slips given to him by the ten sword saints and feels it 

silently. 

 

In the jade slips, it records the cultivation method of "Shifang meteoric sword", which is the peak 

essence of Hongjun sword. It contains the momentum of Shifang and Shijian. The eight trigrams of yin 

and Yang blend and fall to the gods, which is very powerful. 



 

Ye Chen's talent is very high. He feels it for half a day. At night, he has mastered the knack of "Shifang 

meteorite sword". 

 

Of course, this mastery is only superficial. If you want to really exert the power of this sword technique, 

you need to constantly understand and improve in the fight between life and death. 

 

Dudududududududududududududududududududududududududududududududududududududududu

dudududududududududududududududu. 

 

At this time, there was a knock on the door. 

 

"Who?" 

 

Ye Chen asked. 

 

"Mr. Ye, it's me." 

 

It's the sound of snow. 

 

She was quite dissatisfied with Ye Chen before, but now she has changed her attitude. This "Mr. Ye" is 

very sincere. 

 

Ye Chen heart move, way: "come in." 

 

"Yes." 

 

Xue Tianyin pushed the door and came in. In the moonlight, she saw tears on her cheek. It was obvious 

that the ten swordsman was going to die, and she was also very sad. 

 



"What's up with snow girl?" 

 

Ye Chen asked. 

 

Snow voice: "Mr. Ye, have you ever been to the dark forbidden sea before?" 

 

"No," he said 

 

Snow day sound way: "do you know the secret place of Hongjun?" 

 

Ye Chen shook his head and said, "I don't know, but I know how to deduce. When I step into the dark 

forbidden sea and deduce the secrets of heaven, maybe I can catch the breath of Hongjun's secret 

place." 

 

Snow voice said: "the dark forbidden sea is extremely chaotic, and the sky is also chaotic. If you want to 

deduce, I'm afraid it's not easy. After you go to the dark forbidden sea, you can first find a person named 

Xia Hou Zhenglong." 

 

Ye Chen said: "is Xia Hou Zhenglong?" 

 

Xuetianyin said: "yes, in those years, it was Xia Hou Zhenglong who took my elder martial brother to 

Hongjun secret place. That Hongjun secret place is extremely mysterious. It's very difficult for you to find 

it. You'd better find Xia Hou Zhenglong first and find clues from him." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Xiahou Zhenglong... OK, I know. I'll start tomorrow." 

 

Snow voice way: "so, I wish Mr. Ye a pleasant journey, as soon as possible to find my elder martial 

brother." 

 

At last, xuetianyin's eyes turn red and kneel down to thank Ye Chen. 

 



Ye Chen lifts Xue Tianyin up and sends her out. 

 

After seeing off xuetianyin, ye Chen continued to feel the "ten square meteorite sword". 

 

And in the moment of feeling, ye Chen always feels that someone is behind him, peeping at himself. 

 

"Who on earth is watching me? I don't see any hostility. Instead, I seem to like me. " 

 

Ye Chen was at a loss for a while. Today, when he was fighting against wanxu, he also felt a breath 

behind him. He seemed to want to come to help, but in the end, for some unknown reason, he could 

not come. 

 

But he didn't know that it was yeluoer who was watching. Because of the torture of causality, yeluoer 

couldn't show up. 

 

Looks like everlasting longing for each other, and short acacia is infinitely great. 
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She sees leaf Chen far away, but can't come out to recognize, the heart is extremely painful. 

 

Ye Chen sees that the other party has no hostility, so he doesn't think about it any more. The most 

urgent thing is to find the sword first. 

 

In the early morning of the next day, ye Chen set out. 

 

He took back the wish of Tianxing, summoned Wutu Yuanfu, and built a pure land for the rest of Shifang 

Jiansheng and others. 

 



And at this time, the peeping eyes from behind also dissipated. 

 

Ye Chen thought, the other party should have left, but he never knew who the other party was. 

 

Ye Chen goes to the ancestral place of Feng's family again. He warms up with Wei Ying and makes some 

healing pills for her to nourish blood and replenish qi. Finally, he leaves at ease. 

 

And in the ancestral land of the wind family, ye Chen also hears an unexpected news. 

 

Hong Xuan left yesterday. 

 

Yesterday's decisive battle, Hong Xin died, leaving only a wisp of ghost, sleeping in the tomb of cherry 

blossom. 

 

She is very sad, ready to go to the dark forbidden sea to look for opportunities to revive Hong Xin. 

 

In other words, now Hong Xuan has gone to the dark forbidden sea! 

 

Ye Chen is quite surprised. The dark forbidden sea is extremely dangerous. Hong Xuan, a little cat girl, 

steps into the place. If there is any danger, she will not even have bones left. 

 

Shaking his head, ye Chen didn't think much. 

 

Since Hong Xin chose to help wanxu at the beginning, it is not to blame others for today's disaster. 

 

Just think of yesterday, Hong Xin is to save him to die, ye Chen heart, taste Chen miscellaneous, also 

can't say what kind of mood. 

 

But no matter what, he will not take the initiative to infect Hong Xin's cause and effect. 

 



Now, the most important thing is to find the unknown sword! 

 

At present, in the geocentric region, wanxu and geocentric region have their own losses. When both 

sides stop fighting and have a rest, the geocentric region is rarely calm. 

 

Ye Chen is completely at ease and leaves the earth's heart to go to the dark forbidden sea. 

 

…… 

 

The dark forbidden sea is a sea area between the outside world and the supreme world. Generally 

speaking, if ordinary people want to fly, they need to cross the dark forbidden sea in order to really 

become masters. 

 

To ascend to the top is to cross the sea of bitterness and reach the paradise on the other side. 

 

As for the other side of the world, whether it is really blissful and carefree, then different people have 

different opinions. 

 

People in the supreme world, if they want to come to other countries, take the road of darkness and 

forbidding the sea, which is the most convenient and relaxed. 

 

Because there are rules and restrictions outside China and in the upper world, which form a barrier to 

space. 

 

The space barrier is hard to crack, and the dark forbidden sea is the only gap in the levee. 

 

Of course, there are also some amazing people who can directly tear through the void, run through all 

the barriers, and fly up directly. They don't need to cross the sea or disdain to cross the sea. 

 

For example, the ten great heavenly kings and ancestors are all strong men who rise day by day. They 

can reach the other side of bliss without crossing the bitter sea. This is a symbol of strength and a proof 

of good fortune. 



 

When ye Chen came to the dark forbidden sea, it was already noon and the sun was shining. 

 

However, the darkness of the forbidden sea is always filled with a thin layer of black air, filled with 

terror. The sun can't shine down completely. This place is a sea of bitterness, filled with a dark and 

gloomy atmosphere forever. 

 

The darkness forbids the sea. It's really terrible. Ye Chen's spirit can't reach the edge. 

 

What he saw in front of his eyes was that the deep blue sea was dark, the sea fog was gray, the waves 

were rolling, and at one glance, thousands of miles were desolate and empty, and there was no sign of 

life or human beings. 

 

"Is this the dark forbidden sea?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly, the wind flew into the dark forbidden sea, took out the reincarnation 

Fu Zhao, and found that there was a change in the reincarnation Fu Zhao, which resonated with the 

unknown distance. 

 

This reincarnation Fu Zhao was given to Ye Chen by Xiao Xinghe, the ancestor of the sword God. 

Depending on this Fu Zhao, you can sense the position of reincarnation Heaven Sword. 

 

However, the dark forbidden sea is too big, the sea is vast, and the sea of bitterness is endless. Although 

this reincarnation edict has subtle resonance, ye Chen can't accurately capture the position of 

reincarnation sword. 

 

"This imperial edict must be at least close to the reincarnation Heavenly Sword, so as to have a real 

locking effect." 

 

Ye Chen thought silently and put away the Fu Zhao. 

 

Reincarnation of Tianjian is still too far away. There's no need to think about it now. His luck hasn't 

arrived yet. 



 

According to Xiao Buyi, if you want to break the ban, you can only rely on the ultimate meaning of the 

formula of the word "Bing", that is, "the earth explodes the heaven's soldiers.". 

 

In Ye Chen's hand, there is a secret script of "earth exploding heavenly soldiers", but Xiao Buyi says that 

if you want to practice this method, you must prove it by killing. It's too cruel and cruel. Ye Chen hasn't 

started to practice it yet. 

 

Therefore, although Ye Chen has come to the dark forbidden sea at present, he has no intention of 

looking for reincarnation sky sword. He just wants to find the sword as soon as possible. 

 

But the vast sea, but where to find? 

 

Compared with the sea Ye Chen had seen before, this dark forbidden sea was much more vast and 

boundless. 

 

"The eye of the devil, open it!" 

 

Ye Chen opens the eye of the demon and tries to get insight into the secrets of heaven. However, he 

finds that in the dark forbidden sea, the breath is too disordered to get insight into the secrets of 

heaven. 

 

No matter the secret place of Hongjun or the nameless sword, it is shrouded in a thick dark fog, which is 

hard for ye Chen to spy. 

 

"I don't know where the Xiahou Zhenglong is?" 

 

Ye Chen's heart moves, remembers the clue provided by Xue Tianyin, and focuses on the position of 

Xiahou Zhenglong. 

 

Compared with sword nameless and Hongjun's secret place, the clue of Xiahou Zhenglong's secret is a 

little clearer. 



 

Indistinctly, ye Chen feels that if he flies westward all the time, he may gain something. 

 

At that moment, ye Chen converged and flew to the West. 

 

He doesn't have much time. The ten swordsman can only last for one month. He must find the unknown 

sword and take people back within one month. Otherwise, the ten swordsman will die in peace and he 

will be guilty. 

 

All the way, ye Chen is almost a thousand miles away, but he meets many fierce beasts on the road, but 

there is no sign of Xiahou Zhenglong. 

 

This dark forbidden sea is too desolate! 

 

Fortunately, with Ye Chen's current strength, ordinary fierce beasts can't hurt him. 

 

So fly to the evening, ye Chen finally in the vast sea, saw an island, about the clue breath of the sky, it is 

from this island. 

 

This island is full of huge luminous mushrooms, which make the whole island shine like day. There are 

many luminous mushrooms, fluorescent umbrellas and huge plants, which cover the whole island, which 

is quite spectacular. 

 

When ye Chen came to the island, he heard the sound of noise and boiling. Looking down, he saw that 

the island was full of people. Many people wanted to rush into the island, but they were stopped by 

some guards. 

 

"There are so many people." 

 

Ye Chen a burst of surprise, dark forbidden sea four wild wilderness, there are so many people here, 

obviously is a gathering place of the human race. 


